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Hoists are heavy and valuable pieces of equipment which

provide an invaluable role within the workplace. Using

hoists safelg forthe benefit of staff and the longevity of

the hoist is essential; in this latest infographic we provide

some “safety tips for the effective use of lifting hoists".

MAINTENANCE

Prevention is better than cure. Effective preventative maintenance will
save a lot of time, cost and heartache. Here are some essential hoist

maintenance safetg tips:

1
FREE ERDM
DEEECTS

Ensure that the

hoist is free from

defects prior to

each use

CIEAN
Ensure the hoist is

clean at all times,

check before and

after everg use

IUBRICATED
It is essential to

lubricate wire ropes

and chains for

continued smooth

and safe operation

INSPECTIDN
Hoists need to be inspected regularlg:

Evergdag use — Ouicklg inspect the hoist before everg use

Periodicallg (weeklg/monthlg) — Fullg inspect the hoist on a regular basis

and repairang obvious defects

C‘
PRDPER MAINTENANCE

Ensure that all necessarg maintenance is completed:

Ignorance is not bliss — Never ignore necessarg maintenance

Never “on the cheap” — Never carrg out maintenance at a lower cost bu

knowinglg using sub—standard parts and low—cost maintenance staff

who mag not be knowledgeable in maintaining gour hoist

 

SERIIICINC
In addition to inspections, hoists need to be serviced on everg 12 months

bg a suitablg trained and competent person, for all services as per the

LOLER 1998 regulations:

Record the examination date

Write down the date when the next service is due

Record ang defects found (and ensure theg are fixed)

a RED
ATTACHMENTS

SECURED PRDPERIY

fl
FIXED AND ANCHDRED

fl
IDAD IS SECURED

STATIC IDADS

AUDID DUICK AND
JERKY MDUEMENTS

IIETINC IDAD IIMITS

PERSDNNEI SAFETY

W

CIEAR DE
DDSTRDCTIDNS

IDAD CENTERINC
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SEIECT DEST HDIST
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UNATTENDED IDADS

CDMPIIANCE WITH RECUIATDRY AND IECAI CUIDEIINES

An important part of the safe use of lifting hoists is following the
compliance guidelines available. These are there for gour benefit and

CE MARKED
Equipment should

be clearlg CE

marked complete

with a Declaration
of Conformitg

written in English.

include legal and regulatorg compliance:

IECAI CDMPIIANCE
Complg with both:

Lifting Operations and

Lifting Equipment
Regulations 1998

(LOLER) [1] and also the

HSE’s — Lifting
Equipment at Work

Guidelines [2]

MANUFACTURER’S
GUIDELINES

Alwags follow the
guidelines of the hoist

manufacturer. Don’t pag

”lip service" to these

guidelines, it’s important

to understand and
implement the

WARNING IADEIS
Follow all warning

labels attached to
the hoist and
accessories

guidelines for safe
operations 

EN\IIRDNMENT

The surrounding environment is a vital factor; here are some

environmental tips for hoists:

@609
DEDRIS FREE AREA DRY HDIST DANCER SICNS PESTS

The area around the It’s preferable to Install hoist danger Ensure that the

hoist needs to be store/use gour hoist signs are visible in environment is pest

debris/rubbish free. in a drg areas where hoists free (e.g. rodents

This is for the safetg environment as this are in operation and other pests).

of the operator and will reduce the risk This can introduce

the hoist itself of rust various risks (e.g.

gnawing of cables)
and can

compromise safetg

HDIST DPERATIIIE

Here are some tips relating to the hoist operative:

TRAINED / DUAIITIED
Onlg use adults, 18 gears and older that are

trained and qualified in the use of lifting hoists

and also aware of manufacturers guidelines

and health 8 safetg law 
MDIIINS A HDIST

V if
CDMPIETE
DPERATIDNS

DISASSEMDIE ERDM
DTHER EDUIPMENT

REMDUE IDADS

A
TAKE CARE
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We hope gou have enjoged this infographic from Lifting Hoists Direct. We can
manage all safetg aspects of hoists for gou including inspections, servicing and
maintenance and can also provide emergencg breakdown support. For help and

advice regarding lifting hoists contact us todag on 01384 75182.
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